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This book takes its readers on a journey into the very heart of the hunt for viruses - to the key

experiments originally performed to prove that these invisibly small particles are the cause of

diseases previously blamed on toxins or bacteria and into the latest research. It sheds light on the

extraordinary assumptions that underlay much of this research - and on the vaccines that developed

from this. The author, an investigative journalist who has researched and produced investigative

films for the BBC, American and Australian television, was asked by parents with children severely

ill after vaccination, to discover if the medical authorities were hiding anything from them. She

agreed, but had no idea how long this search would take. She expected at best to uncover a small

degree of contamination. On the ensuing decade-long journey of discovery, she learnt it is not just

the added mercury that we have to worry about. She discovered that the top government scientists

admit to colleagues that vaccines are contaminated with viruses from chickens, humans and

monkeys, with RNA and DNA fragments, with 'cellular degradation products', and possibly

'oncogenes and prions.' They report alarmingly that it is impossible to commercially purify vaccines.

They express great concerns, but the public is not told despite the possible consequences for

long-term public health. A recent US court decision has linked autism with vaccine contamination.

The author cites her sources by name - and gives references and Internet links where they are

available. I She reveals evidence that the World Health Organisation has discovered the MMR

vaccine is contaminated with chicken leukosis virus, but has decided not to tell the public of this,

and to continue to make the vaccine with eggs from contaminated chickens. She reports US

biowarfare researchers tried to create new agents to destroy our immune systems - and worked on

a bacterium to make it a hospital superbug. Did they manage to create HIV? A senior professor told

her that the vaccine program was so contaminated that HIV might well have spread though it

without any need for military intervention. She set out to find the evidence to resolve this, and to

learn how HIV apparently spread so far and fast. She needed to know more about this virus so went

to the foundation research widely held today to have found HIV and proved it caused AIDS. She

was then rocked to discover that this same research was investigated for scientific fraud for a five

year period by powerful US scientific institutions and by Congress,. Why is this not widely known?

She found their reports and discovered they found major errors in this research, some so serious

that these made it impossible to repeat these experiments and thus to verify them! She reveals the

evidence unearthed - reproducing key documents so the reader can assess them for themselves.

This is explosive material. In the final part of this book the author reports recent research that is

revolutionising biology and offering much hope for the future. These new developments shed new



light on the relationships between our cells and viruses. They are not necessarily enemies. Readers

may find these new developments radically change the ideas they have held about viruses since

childhood. This book has over 500 references and includes several documents unearthed under

Freedom of Information legislation. `It has a scientific glossary and is fully indexed..
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Janine Roberts has a long history of taking on tough investigations - and this she believes is one of

her toughest. Cynthia McKinney, the Green Party candidate for US President in 2008 and former

Senior Democrat Congresswoman, said of the author: 'Janine Roberts is the rare individual who

unflinchingly speaks truth to power. She battles her way through all obstacles and provides us with

a glimpse of those who are in the innermost circles of global power... She exposes what they do and

how they do it and how it comes to hurt us all. She gave testimony for me at a Hearing in Congress

that was shocking in its revelations but thorough in its documentation... I count myself among the

privileged of this world to know Janine and her works.'  Dr Roberto Giraldo reported of this book that

it is written 'in elegant detail and in a most accessible manner'. He also said: 'It is very comforting to

read in Fear of the Invisible: 'We have all been taught to greatly fear viruses - yet scientists are now

discovering that they are fundamental parts of live, made by the million by all healthy cells. I hope

this book will help by combating this fear, this damning of the invisible because we do not

understand it. Without this fear, hopefully the focus in medical research will shift to looking more at

the environmental toxins that really do put us, and our world, gravely at risk."



Janine Roberts is an international investigative journalist of some 40 years standing, during which

time she has written for major newspapers in the UK and Australia, authored historical and

investigative books and made investigative films seen on US, UK and Australian television.

Janine Roberts is that rare thing in this modern world of mostly "bought" journalists, a true

investigative journalist. Just like the paralysis that was blamed on the polio virus, but was caused by

exposure to toxins (historically associated only with metalworking, and beginning in the 1890's with

pesticides, first lead arsenate, and later, DDT), what came to be called AIDS, and blamed on a

retrovirus, was clearly toxin-mediated, primarily by inhalants such as amyl nitrate, of which the early

victims were using enormous amounts. The toxicologists at the CDC were convinced, but the

director realized that this just wouldn't do because there was no pharmaceutical profit involved in

this approach, so he invented AIDS. In San Francisco, activists successfully educated the

community about the role of amyl nitrate in these frightening illnesses, and the rate of illness

dropped dramatically. But the CDC put pharma in charge, then kept broadening the diagnosis to

stoke fear. Some healthy people who were "HIV positive" began taking the very costly anti-retroviral

drugs, at which point their health declined (these are very dangerous chemotherapy drugs). She

writes in detail about the NIH's Robert Gallo's fraudulent work and fraudulent "HIV test." He only

escaped prosecution because of the statute of limitations, and to this day receives tax money for his

"AIDS research." And his "HIV test" is still widely used, though worthless and dangerous.

This book goes deep into the historical record to uncover one of the greatest frauds of the 20th

century. Viruses are not what people think they are. They are a smokescreen for toxicity. Roberts

goes through the history of polio, hiv and more to uncover the way government and industry science

work together to confuse the public and even most scientists and science students.She cites her

work extensively. Everything she discusses is from the legit historical record. She pours through the

letters, the rough drafts, the memos, the back pages of old newspapers, etc. She uncovers the

compromises, the guesses, the outright lies.You will never see viruses, disease or government

science the same after reading this book. And your health will benefit for it.

a truly amazing piece of journalism. A few months ago, I heard about an article published in The

Ecologist stating that polio was caused by pesticides. I was intrigued by the premise, and searched

the archives of the mag to no avail. I called and asked if they could track down the article. they did,



and sent it to me. It was revelatory. I got interested in the journalist, and searched to see what else

she had written, and came up with this book. there was not a page in the book that was not

unadulteratedly absorbing to me. Janine Roberts has become my hero.

This book should be on everyone's MUST READ list. Janine Roberts did her research, all pages

have footnotes telling where she got her information. We need to WAKE UP and take responsibility

for our own health...stop depending on a very corrupt and messed up medical system. It is all about

GREED (as well as prestige and power!) and nothing about health.

Incredibly detailed and fastidiously referenced. This book details some of the greatest crimes and

lies of the orthodox western medical system. From the history of vaccinations to the baseless

science that became HIV/AIDS, it's covered with astounding dedication to detail. This is a "must

read" for anyone interested in taking responsibility for their own health. It's astounding to think, that

the only reason HIV still exists today could be due to the statute of limitations.

One of the more important books I have read. Not only is the research material good, but the book

as whole helps one to understand the game that the Gatekeepers of Medical Orthodoxy play. That

game is: thru clever PR stamp out the competition and all other research approaches.

an interesting book about the so call plague of our time. the book puts in doubt the existence of

AIDS. I recommend that you read it.

Valuable data - the publication of Dr. Gallo's edited notes is invaluable and if ever publicized should

eliminate the fiction of HIV, the only great medical discovery which is unaided by any scientific

backing.
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